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I. Bonaventure and Clare's Sisters

C C l^lare of Assisi is closer, in a way, to Bonaventure and the spiritual

I reflection which he developed than she is to Francis..." Though this
\-/observation of Thadd6e Matura2 might surprise us, it can lead us to

discover anew a text which Bonavenfure wrote for St. Clare's sisters: "For
Sisters, On the Perfect Life," De perfectione vitae ad sorores.

This work, which has reached us under different titles,3 is a good
example of spiritual instruction from an age when the cura monialium, pastoral

rThis is a translation of pages 2l-57 of the original article, which was followed by a
German translation of the text De perfectione vitae (pp.58-92), a list of the sources cited
and bibliography (pp. 93-97). The English translation of the De perfectione vttae can be
found in Worl<s of St. Bonaventure, X, llritings on the Spiritual Ltfe, intro & notes by F.
Edward Coughlin (St. Bonaventure, NY: Franciscan Institute Publications, 2006), 123-
95. (The Editor)

'Claire d'Assise, Ecrits, Introduction, texte Latin, traduction, notes et index par
Marie-France Becker, Jean-Frangois Godet, Thad6e Matura, Sources Chretiennes, 325
(Paris: Les Editions du Cerf, 1985), 59.

3Distelbrink, Bonaventurae Scripta. Authentica dubia vel spuria critice recensita,
Subsidia scientifica franciscana, vol. 5 (Rome: Istituto storico dei cappuccini, 1975),20,
nl4: "De forma perfectionis religiosorum; De profectu vitae religiosae; De sui ipsius
cognitione; Tractatus ad sorores de humilitate, de cognitione sui ipsius etc." It is certain
Bonaventure wrote it. Consult Ignatius Brady, "The Authenticity of Two Sermons,"
Franciscan Studies 28 (1963), 4-26. Sources for or similarities to the De perfectione vitae
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service to sisters, was just beginning.o The well-known Bonaventure scholar J.

Bougerol considered the text "a remarkable treatise," a sort of summary of the
order's ideal.s B. Distelbrink called it a complement to the well-known summa
of Bonaventure's mystical theology, "The Threefold Way," "De triplici via."
Though highly regarded, the work has not drawn much attention from scholars,
apart from the very fine article published by S. Clasen in 1953.6

What did Bonaventure know about Clare? Certainly he knew about the
prominent role she had played both in her convent as well as beyond Assisi.T

There was hardly any other wornan of such stature and far-reaching influence to
be found in any other order of that day. Bonaventure probably never met her in
person.* Still, we may assume that, as general minister, he knew at least the Poor
Clares' basic juridical texts: the rule, perhaps the testament, certainly the bull of
canonization. We cannot take as an argument against such knowledge that
Bonaventure never quoted Clare, for, as a rule, he does not refer to the writings
of Francis explicitly either, though he draws on their contents.e A. Rotzeffer
even assumes that Bonaventure might well have known Clare's letters to
Agnes.ro At least we cannot avoid recognizing the fact of a remarkable
proximity between Bonaventure's spirituality and that of Clare, especially as it
comes to light in Clare's letters to Agnes of Prague.lr As examples of the
proximity we can offer the De perfectione vitae, written for the Poor Clares of

are Bonaventure's Sermon on Francis 5 and a sermon on Anthony of Padua, The Triple
Way, Soliloquy, The Breviloquiurn (conclusion).

owe do not find much material from these years, compared to the fourteenth
century. Consult I. Gruebel, Bettelorden und Frauenfrdmmigkeit im li. Jahrhundert
(Munich, 1987),74.

tJ.G. Bougerol, Introduction d Saint Bonaventure (Paris: Editions Franciscaines,
1988),252.

6Sophronius Clasen, "Franziskansiche Christusbrautschaft. Die Stellung des hl.
Bonaventuta zum Orden der hl. Klara," Franziskanische Studien 35 (1953) 296-317. Nor
was there at that time a translation handy, it seems. The most recent one was published in
Bregenz in 1935, and prior to that, in Miinster 1881 and Bonn 1897.

7ln the Legenda maiorXll:l-2, Bonaventure passes on the story how Francis, unsure
whether he should pursue a purely contemplative life or an apostolic one as well, seeks

the counsel of Brother Sylvester and Sister Clare.
8[. Omaechevarria, ed. & trans., Escritos de Santa Clara y documentos

complementarios, Biblioteca de autores christianos, 314 (Madrid: La editorial catolica,
1982),366.

eE. Grau in Opuscula (Esser and Grau, eds.), 148.
r0A. Rotzetter, Klara von Assisi (Frieburg, 1993) 337.

"It is possible that the similarity results in part from their comlnon esteem for
Cistercian sources. See Claire d'Assise, Ecrits; lntroduction, 35, 64.
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Longchamps near Paris as well as Epistola VII, a letter to the sisters of San

Damiano fromthe year 1259.

Bonaventure was in contact with different convents, although as

general minister he adopted a policy of reserve towards pastoral care for

communities of women, or at least so it seems at first glance.

We have to take the historical context into consideration when

assessing his reserve. It was not at all unusual. From 1220 on, the male orders

generally tried to restrict as much as possible pastoral care for nuns (cura

monialium). Both the Cistercians and the Premonstratensians, who already had

long experience in such work, were drawing back, as well as the Dominicans

and Franciscans. The reason lay in the vast numbers of women who wanted to

live a religious life.r2 Numbers mattered greatly, for such service not only

involved pastoral work which would have kept the brothers from other tasks; it
involved as well the material provision of the convents, especially when they

aspired to live a perfectly poor life, that is, a life without the security of landed

property.

Francis himself kept pastoral service at a surprising distance in both his

rules. In the Early Rule we find the severe sentence:r3 "Under no circumstances

is a brother to receive the vow of obedience from a woman. Once he has given

her counsel, she decides where she will live her life of penance'" The Rule of
I223, for its part, simply lays down that the brothers are not to enter a convent,

unless they have been given special permission by the Apostolic See'ra

Subsequently, the general ministers, including Bonaventure, take this passage as

rule and rely on its authority to ward off the claims of the women's

communities, which continue to grow.

There are certainly various reasons for the reserve shown from early on

by Francis. First of all, in the early years the order lacked institutional stability'ts

And besides, in those days, the brothers were lay for the most part' That is, they

were not a pastoral and clerical order. This might well be the reason *hy,

''For example, in 1223 the Dominicans wanted to assume pastoral responsibilities

for Prouille, Rome, and Madrid, but not for Bologna. Consult B' Degler-Spengler, "Die

Religidse 
'Frauenbewegung des Mittelalters," Rottenburger Jahrbuch fiir

Kirihengeschichte 3 (1984); idetn,"Zahlreicher als die Sterne des Himmels"'" Ibid,4
(iqSS);"1. Griibel, gitteloid"n und Frauedrdmmigkeit im ti' Jahrhunderr (Mtinchen

\ggT;'J. Leclercq, "Il monachesimo femminile nei secoli XII e XIII," in Movimento

religioso femminiie e francescanesimo nel secolo XIil' Atti del VI Convegno

inteinazionale, Assisi I l-13 ottobre 1979 (Assisi 1980), 90-92'
rsEarly RuleXll:4. See also the Worcester Fragment, 31f'
taEarly RuleXl.
t5oliger, "De origine regularum Ordinis S. Clarae," Archivum Franciscanum

Historicunt 5 (l91 2),443f .
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initially, Francis wanted to confer visitation duties of Clare and her sisters on a

Cistercian. Finally, we have to recall that relations with women, however
religious their life, opened the brothers to the suspicion of heresy, given the
well-known practice of the Cathari.r6 In the middle of the thirteenth century, the
opponents of the mendicants did not hesitate to voice the accusation.rT

On the other hand, we have to recognize the fact that Francis did assure

the sisters of San Damiano his support. Clare points that out in her Testament.r8
She says he wrote aformula vivendi for thenU and he left them "many texts," for
exanple the "Audite poverelle," the words of admonition which came to light a
few years ago. He instructed them through sernons. There is more: "He pledged
always to provide for us as for his own brothers and to care for us, both
personally and through his order."re

We can read in the material gathered for the canonization of Clare how
the brothers assumed responsibility both for the material needs and for the
spiritual care of the Sisters of San Damiano.

Problems arose and required some answer when a long list of convents
organized themselves along the lines of San Damiano, not only in Italy, but as

well in Spain, Prague, Paris. Francis had been of two minds in the matter, which
resulted in different approaches to the pastoral care of nuns.

The problerns came to a head under Pope Innocent IV. This pope had
ordered the Domincans, Franciscans, and Cistercians to include institutionally
the many convents of women. As far as the Franciscans went, the pope had that
right by the rule of 1223. The rule forbad pastoral care of women in general,

while allowing for it through special permission of the Holy See.

The other orders were ready to compromise. They insisted that they
would deal only with those convents of women which observed strict enclosure.
That excluded the Beguine way of life. And they insisted on economic security
through landed properties. We can understand then that Pope Innocent allowed
conrmunal property in his rule for the Poor Clares (1247).It seems clear that he

did so because of the increasing difficulty of getting male orders to care for
communities of women. We should not overlook the fact that in the rule
Innocent at least did see to one concern of Clare. He took the Regula bullata as

the basis for his text and not the Benedictine rule. This of course could not pass

'uwe can see, in the passage referred to in the Regula non bullata XII, how the
brothers tried to exclude such suspicion.

' 
7Cl asen, Chris tus b raut s chaft, 3 I 4f .
rsTestCl 

10.
reTestCl 8. See as well E. Grau, "Das Bild des heiligen Franziskus im Orden der

heiligen Klara," in Francesco d'Assisi nella storia, Vol. I (Rome: Istituto storico dei
cappuccini, I 983), 219-22.
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as an acceptable solution for Clare, who held fast to the "Privilege of Poverty."
Three years later Innocent declared that no sister was obliged to bind herself to
his rule.

By the 1260s, however, church and orders had found a way to see to

the pastoral care of nuns. They had arrived at a solution and begun putting it into
practice with zeal and good results.2o As far as the Franciscans were concerned,

the tide turned during Bonaventure's time as minister.2rAcceding to the pressing

request of the cardinal protector of both orders, John Gaetano Orsini (the later

Pope Nicholas III), Bonaventure instructed the provincial ministers to set aside

qualified brothers for the visitation and pastoral care of monasteries. He did so,

he said, "ex caritate, non ex debito," out of charity and not because it was an

actionable duty.22 Already before it came to that he had written De pedectione

vttae and Epistola VII.

Il. De perfectione vitae ad sorores

Isabel of Longchamp

Bonaventure wrote On the Perfect Life for Isabel, the sister of Saint

Louis.23 She too is revered as blessed in the Franciscan orders, with her feast day

September 1. She had founded a convent dedicated to Mary's humility in
Longchamp, near Paris. Isabel, who knew Latin well, did not take any of the

available rules,2o but wrote one herself, approved in 1259 a first time and again

2oDegler-Spengler, D ie religidse Frauenbewegung, 47 .

2rRotzetter, Klara von Assisi,347, calls Bonaventure's efforts "a fine example of the

art of the possible."
22lmportant material on the question can be found in Constitutiones narbonenses,

Rubrica VI (Bonaventura, Opera Omnia VIII 456a). Cf. Additamentum (467b), written
after Narbonne, certainly, and perhaps around 1274: "The minister general forbids the

brothers to dissuade the sisters of Saint Clare from accepting the rule. On the contrary,

they should tell them to do so. And he wants the minister provincial to give the sisters to

understand that they should accept it, in reverence for God and towards our esteemed

Lord Cardinal." Expositio Regulae, should it be by Bonaventure, ll, n.ll (VIII 435a)'

Epistola adfr. Laurentium (VIII 471b-472b), written September 29, 1263 (with reference

to Cardinal Orsini, asked in Pisa to be the Protector and to whom the pope as well

entrusted the Poor Clares: one should readily and willingly help him). Ep- an den

Provinzial von Aragon, September 27, 1263, which makes the same point as the

preceding letter, along with pastoral instructions. The letter has been published in Estudos
-Franciscans3T 

(1926), ll2ff. Ep. an den Provinzial von Pisa(VIII, 471 ab) Paris, May

16, t272.
2'Gilbert of Tournai had also written a spiritual letter to Isabel. See A' De

Poorter, "Lettre de Guibert de Toumai, OFM, i Isabelle, fille du roi de France," Revue

d' ascetique et de mystique 12 ( I 93 I ) I 16'27 .

2awhether the Constitutions of Hugolino, or the Rule of Innocent IV, or the
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in 1263. Although Isabel did not follow Clare's rule, Bonaventure calls Clare the
Mother of the sisters and Francis their Father. Isabel's explicitly Franciscan
perspective is obvious not only in her desire that the sisters be called Sisters
Minor in exact parallel to the Friars Minor, but as well in her submission of the
rule to the examination of five professors from the Franciscan order. Among
them were Bonaventure and William of Melitona. Perhaps they are the ones who
gave the rule the characteristics of Franciscan spirituality which Omaechevarria
finds there.25

As did Clare, Isabel emphasizes in her rule the sisters' bonds to the first
order. They are to say the office as in the Franciscan order when the office of the
Our Father is not used (n3). Their confessors (n5) and visitors (n8)26 are to come
from the order. They are held to obey the provincial and general ministers (n9).
This does not mean that the general and provincial ministers or other brothers
are to meddle with internal matters.

Differently than with Clare, the sisters have corrmon property because

it allows them to live in the seclusion of a cloister (n10).27 There they are to
avoid all excess, for their home is in heaven.28 Isabel lays greater value on the
rule of cloister than did Clare. She says so at the very beginning: The form of
life of the sisters rests on obedience, chastity, absence of property, and cloister.
In a way, enclosure appears as a defining part of the life, along with obedience,
chastity, and personal poverty, and is also expressed in the formula of
profession.2e

In general, and compared to Clare's rule, Isabel went into many details
when prescribing the sisters' dress,3o shoes, and dormitory. She protected
cloister and silence with especially precise rules.3'

Forma vitae of Clare, consult L. Oliger, "De origine regularum Ordinis S. Clarae,"
Archivum Franciscanum Historicum 5 (1912), I 81-209, 413-47 .

2sOmaechevarria, Escritos,2gl.The text of the Rule will be cited according to
Omaechev arria, E s crito s 293 -324.

'u"All monasteries of this Order shall be visited each year, and at least once
every two years. The Visitator shall always be from the Order of Friars Minor."

'7#l0 "ln this matter, to avoid inopportune going around on the pretext of
temporal goods..."

28#10: "Since therefore the eternal dwelling of the sisters of this religion is
elsewhere, we wish that they avoid in every way fine things which is hateful to God in all
things and very contrary to piety, and an excess of superfluity in builidings."

2elt is understood that there are exceptions, for example, with the case of new
foundations. All sisters will be buried within the cloister. The serving sisters can go
outside with the permission of the General Minister, wearing shoes, without sandals, and
have no cord with the habit.

30#2: "Each sister, apart from a serge or hair-cloth, may if she wishes, have two
tunics, or three, or even four, according as seems proper to the abbess. However all shall
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Yet in spite of this effort to regulate detail, Isabel's rule manifests a

clear desire to favor the spiritual life. The rule's determinations are explained.
For example, the veil and consequently a life in seclusion is the outward sign of
the sisters' commitment to live for God alone, hidden from anyone else's gaze.
The Mistress must be wise. She has the task of instructing the novices "in the
ways of holiness and of kindling in them the flame of devotion. She shall teach
them to bear with the amiability of charity what this holy religion obliges them
to bear. Where correction is required, she shall show diligence in correctirg.""
In the interest of their spiritual life, from Easter to Our Lady's birthday, the
sisters' rest, pray, meditate or occupy themselves quietly from the midday meal
until none.33 Their work is not to extinguish their devotion and spirit of prayer,
which all passing things must serve. More important than any other activity is
their prayer, in which they talk with Christ and receive from him consolation.3a
They receive holy communion unusually often, that is twice a month and every
Sunday during Advent and Lent.3s They go to confession when necessary. They
fast from the feast of Francis until Easter, from the Ascension until Pentecost.
And once more Isabel supplies the spiritual justification: "so their hearts be
filled with the gifts of the Holy Spirit."36

The abbess shall see especially to the needs of the sick with ardent
charity (cum fervore caritatis).In this Isabel is very close to Clare. The abbess

must take part in the common tife or be removed from office.37

guard about excess of clothes in so far as they can. They shall also have one or two
mantles of suitable length and width. But let these garments be of poor material, both in
price and color. No one however shall wear an outer tunic that is totally white or black."

3lFor exampte, the iron grill in the parlor, the communion grill in the chapel,
and the "turn" are described in great detail. One may speak with the sick sisters. No one
may enter the enclosure without permission of the Apostolic See, except the minister
general and provincials of the Order, and the King of France. Bishops may enter
according the prescriptions of Clare's Forma vitae. Those who have work to do in the
cloister must follow the prescriptions of the rule.

32Omaechevarria, p. 298; #l: "In sanctis moribus instruat et in fervorem
devotionis inflammet, ac ea, quae sunt secundum hanc sacram religionem ferenda, in
suavitate caritatis ferre doceat, et in corrigendis corrigat diligenter."

33Omaechevania, #2.
3aOmaechavarria, #3, p. 303: "sorores utilibus et honestis laboribus sub illa

providentia occupentur, quod excluso otio animae inimico, sanctae orationis et devotionis
spirituam non exstinguant, cui debent cetera temporalia deservire; et cui se debet sponsa
Christi mancipare totaliter, ut ibi Sponsi sui colloquiis et consolationibus perfruatur."

'ssimilar to the arrangement of Clare, who forsees communion seven times a
year, or of Francis (four times).

36Omaechavarria, #4, p.303: "Ut earum pectora Sancti Spiritus charismatibus
foecundentur."

3TOmaechavarria, #4, p. 305.
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Isabel is stricter than Clare in requiring silence. yet once more she
offers a spiritual justification for the rule: ,.The sisters shall avoid with great care
talking at length about nothing, for they aspire to talk with God"$ _ a
consideration, moreover, which also appears in the De perfectione vitae. The
visitator has a pastoral task among the sisters. He is expected to ..urge them all
to advance from good to better; he shall move them to burn with love for God,
he shall enkindle within the sisters love for one another.,'3e At the same time the
sisters shall see to it that, durrng the visitation, they speak only about love of
God and the improvement of the sisters.ao

De perfectione vitae ad sorores. The Text
a) Style

Isabel asked Bonaventure for something edifying to read. He answered
with a letter of sorts. He made his own, in a way, Isabel,s questions and spoke to
her directly in a series of statements. Although the result is an imaginative
conversation, the conceit makes the text lively, comparable, sort of, to a
soliloquy wriffen as a dialog. It is in dialog, we recall, that spiritual direction and
induction into wisdom originally occurs, while the form of the treatise serves
systematic explanation first of al[. As with the soliloquy, Bonaventure,s text
does not suppose academic-theological or philosophical culture, as does The
Journey of the Mind or The Triple Way. He reveals himself here as one who
masters the art of conveying deep theology and spiritual wisdom without getting
lost in technical questions.4r And yet he intends to lead the sisters to the highesi
degrees of contemplatio. He holds nothing back. For example, Bonaventure also
goes into alienatio mentis (per devotionem, admirationem, exsultationem) fsoft
of an altered state of consciousness induced by feeling] and quotes Richard of
Saint-Victor, without mentioning him by name.

Still, we can expect some display of knowledge. Just as he does in the
Soltloquy (which he wrote for the brothers without a theological formation, the
simplices), Bonavenfure quotes many authors whose writings or those ascribed
to them were well known. We get to hear Bernard of Clairvaux, Gregory the
Great, Augustine, the Glosses on Scripture, John Chrysostom, Isidore, Jerome,

3sOmaechavaffia, 
#5, p.306: "Omni tamen diligentia caveant sibi sorores, quae

cum Deo loqui desiderant, ne per verba inutilia inaniter se effundant."
3'Omaechavarria, #8, p.315: "Ut omnes de bono ad melius provocet et ad

divinum amorem accendat ac inter sorores mutuam semper caritatem inflammet."
aoOmaechavarria, #8, p. 316: "Caveant autem ormes sorores ... ut nihil aliud,

quam amore divinus et suarum sororum correctio eas moveat ad loquendum.',
alFor example, questions about the ..price,' of the virtues, or the question of

God's gift of love in terms of sanctifying grace.
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even Aristotle. The quoted passages break up the text while confirming the
validity of the insight and recalling things known. Bonaventure also abides by
the principle: Words instruct whereas examples attract (verba docent, exempla
trahunt). Here and there he tells a brief story, say from the Lives of the Fathers.
He offers images and similes to nourish the imagination.a2

Bonaventure does not neglect the connection with the present as he
proceeds. He can be surprisingty clear when he speaks about dangers which lie
in wait for religious, and as well when he explains how humility and restraint
look in practice. Criticism he usually works in as self-criticism.a3

Even though this results in a lively and fluid text, with one theme or the
other getting put differently and repeated as he circles around it, Bonaventure
never loses the clear structure (in three, four or seven points) which we know
from his other writings. The evident articulation, which some modem readers
may find excessively schematic, persuades the medieval reader of the
argument's validity. It also makes it easy to retain the individual points: it serves

as a mnemonic device.

b) Contents

We could describe the contents of On the Perfect Life as an
introduction to devotio.aa Devotio is both an attitude of reverence and affection
towards God as well as the conduct which expresses such an outlook. In a way
de-votus means literally devoted to God or specifically consecrated to God.

Devotio gives love of God a certain timbre, one of trusting surrender, the way a
child is attached to its parents. The idea of devotio also includes in its love of
God the emotional dimension of tender devotedness.ot Devolio expresses itself
in actions whereby one seeks involvement with God: spiritual reading,
meditation, personal and liturgical prayer. For that reason devotio designates in
particular the one who immerses herself in prayer.a6

By drawing devotio in its many dimensions into our discussion, we can
order and join asceticism and mysticism, religious discipline and spirituality.

o2For example, in II,6, Bonaventure uses the metaphor of water flowing down
into the valley to speak of how the Holy Spirit flows into the humble.

o'For example, II,8.
ool-Mj VIII:8: "This is what lifted him up to God, through devotion...."
a5 Consult, Liber de spir. et an., chapter 50 (Patrologia Latina 40, col. 816),

cited in Bonaventure's Collations on the Gospel of John 12-
a6Consult Jean Ch0tillon, "D6votion," Dictionnaire de Spiritualiti, vol. III,

cols. 702-16. Also Patrick O'Connell, The Lignum vitae of Saint Bonaventure and the
Medieval Devotional Tradition, Ph.D. dissertation Columbia University, 1985, who
connects devotion with the contemplation of the humanity of Christ.
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Bonaventure opens in a way which foresees the role of devotio. He
begins the prolog with a passage from psalm 93: Happy the man whom you
form as you teach him the law. Bonaventure was responding to Isabel,s request
for instruction, whereas true inskuction and formation unto virtue comes from
God. The instruction does not come from a written law alone, however, as one
learns the leffer by reading and is formed from outside. It happens first of all
through the unction of the Holy Spirit. Bonaventure brings the first letter of John
into play, where we read: You have been anointed with the Spirit and know
everything. So God teaches from within, as no rnan can. He sees to the love
whereby the soul, clinging to him (animalmens devota), understands the written
law and absorbs it into her life. Devotio as the deep wish to love God and to
progress ever further in union with him is the way to wisdom.

Isabel already has this desire. For his part, then, Bonaventure feels
called on to support her in her wish, though time is short and other duties
beckon.

We can deduce from the structure of Bonavenfure,s letter of instruction
that he sets as foremost principle the promotion of devotio, of heartfelt love of
God. He does not take the three gospel counsels as the structural principle as he
does in his Disputed Questions on Evangelical perfection. Nor does he enter on
the individual ascetical practices of the cloistered life: fasting, vigils, the
meaning of cloister, which play such a major role in Isabel's rule. Rather,
Bonaventure begins with the basic virtue of humility (II), which is decisive for
one's knowledge of self (I). That means that he opens with the purgative way,
which examines and cleanses the conscience and so lays the foundation of
mystical ascent.aT In Chapter Three Bonavenfure introduces the central
Franciscan virtue of perfect poverty. The chapter's length reveals its special
importance: self-knowledge covers about four pages, humility six, poverty
seven. Chapter Four deals with silence in practice and outlook
(silentium/taciturnitas, four pages), which he understands in reference to prayer
(Chapter Five). Silence should enable us to speak with God, the sisters are to
have God as their partner in conversation. The chapters on prayer (V), on
remembering Christ's passion (VI), on love as the summit of Christian
perfection (VID, and on final perseverance (VIII) contain estimable expressions
of Bonaventure's mystical theology, such as we know it from The Tree of Life,
the Soliloquy, or The Triple Way.

As a result, the work resembles a spiritual Hexaemeron (The Six Days
of Creation). Then Chapter Seven delves into love which perfects virtue and

o'Here one can see that also for Clare the discussion about obedience as
opposed to humility is diminished, while for Francis, obedience played a much larger
role.
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without which everything is as nothing, whereas Chapter Eight on perseverance
looks eschatologically to the eighth day of the new creation.

Self-Knowledge

Self-knowledge is knowledge of one's own condition in the light of
God. This covers the question of humankind's salvation as well as the
individual's history with God. The spiritual masters are convinced that no one
can grow in knowledge of God without self-knowledge. God's mercy can
encompass one surely only when that person knows that it is a free gift she has
not deserved and never will. Yet the opposite is true as well. Only while
meditating on redemption through the cross of Christ does she finally see clearly
that only in that way was it possible to overcome the dark reality of sin and its
consequences.

As a result, even though, in her faith, she is now freed from the power
of evil, she still must and can, with the help of grace, overcome the roots and
tendencies of evil within her. No one escapes the task of examining one's self,
one's motives and one's actions, as one remains sensitive to how little of what
one could and should accomplish gets done. In his first chapter, Bonaventure
supplies a way of examining one's conscience which helps one understand one's
behavior.as As he explains, basically all evil comes from three sources: neglect,
concupiscence, and an antipathy towards the good. Neglect lacks the will to do
good. It is weakness or indifference. It runs the risk of letting oneself go, of
wasting time, of shying away from any effort, even in spiritual things. On the
other hand, concupiscence pursues what God does not want us to become
dependent on, given that it does not result in happiness. Concupiscence takes on
different forms. In one it shows up as greed. In another, as vanity, the desire to
hear praise from others. In someone else, an aesthetic and intellectual avidity
which lacks tact and respect and wants to know and see everything. Another one

will coddle her body and give way to all impulses. The third source of evil is the
most dangerous. Here the will opposes the good itself. The anger which
Bonaventure introduces here hardens into enmity and even takes pleasure in
making others angry. It is the anger mentioned in the Sermon on the Mount, the
anger which kills, seeing as it does not recognize the other. Similarly with
jealousy: it does not arise from the desire to have another's good, but from the
refusal to let the other prosper. Spiritual jealousy Francis labeled as blasphemy,
for it refuses God himself who authors the good in people.ae Spiritual boredom
finally is disaffection with the achievements of the inner life. It entails various
degrees and manifestations, and Bonaventure as well as the other masters of the

asonce can find the same thought in the Threefold lhay, chapter 1

ae Admonition Ylll.
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spiritual life saw clearly that the phenomenon of spiritual boredom does not
come from bad will alone but also from psychosomatic factors.

Humtlity
When she names the gospel counsels, Clare at times prefers saying

humility rather than obedience. Humility is, in a way, the inner face of
obedience, just as love is the essence of chastity.to Bonaventure begins his
treatment of poverty by naming humility as the root of all virtues, just as pride is

the root of all sin. Just as did Francis and Giles, he looks on humility as

ascribing all good to God and not to oneself.sr The virtue of humility also

accompanies grace's gift of virginity. A line from Bernard of Clairvaux sums it
up exactly: "Without humility Mary's virginity would not have been pleasing to
God." Clare binds virginity and humility together. Her first letter to Agnes

develops the theme.

Bonaventure does not miss the chance to mention mock humility,
which wants to be praised as humility, and, at the same time, offers a criterion
with which to distinguish true from false humility. It has to do with patience,s2

the readiness to bear something with equanimity. Three considerations help one

become humble: God is the source of all that is good; Christ humbled himself to
the point of an ignominious death; we know how liable we are to sin.

Poverty

Two thoughts dominate the extensive chapter on gospel poverty. As a
Franciscan, Bonaventure looks on both as essential to perfection. The example

of Christ is one, and God's promise to the poor the other. Clare, too, put both
points at the core of her meditation: "Oh blessed poverty, which gives those who

love and embrace her eternal riches. Oh holy poverty! God promises those who

desire and embrace her the kingdom of heaven, bestowing on therrl surely,

eternal glory and blessed life. Oh faithful poverty, which the Lord Jesus Christ,

who ruled and rules heaven and earth, who spoke and they were made, has

deigned to embrace before all else."s3

Just as Clare does, Bonaventure speaks about Christ's poverty in three

concrete and moving images:

"O blessed poverty, God who bestows eternal riches on those

who love and embrace her! O hoty poverty, God promises the

kingdom of heaven and, beyond any doubt, reveals eternal

so3 LAg zs;4 LAg l8-23.
5 | 

A d nto n it ion XY lll :2.
s2AdntonitionXIII.
tt r LAg l5-17
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glory and blessed life to those who have and desire her! O
God-centered poverty, whom the Lord Jesus Christ who ruled
and still rules heaven and earth, who spoke and things were
made, came down to embrace before all else!"sa

Like Clare, Bonaventure underlines three aspects of poverty related to Christ:
poverty in birth, in life, and the greatest in death.ss Bonaventure felt it was
appropriate at the end to mention as well the poverty of Francis and Clare.

Silence

"And she wanted to talk only about God," it says in Clare's
canonization proceedings.

It is certainly a foregone conclusion that silence plays a major role in
contemplative cloisters. Clare's rule lays down several basic particulars on the
point, which Isabel makes more binding. Bonaventure tries to draw out the inner
meaning of silence. He begins by mentioning that silence has to do in part with
social communication, for it favors peace. People living together with others in
cramped quarters need the protection of peace and quiet. Such silence goes
beyond the mere absence of speech and sharp words to include inner calm and
peaceful recollection. Endless talk makes it possible to show off with wit,
impressing others while flirting with shallowness and vanity. But true silence is
not to be confused with heavy dullness, born of vacuity. True silence
accompanies spiritual maturity. Whereas one easily empties oneself through
meaningless chatter, silence protects a person's mystery. Words from such a

source are precious. They truly communicate.

Silence favors reflection and leads to knowledge of self, seeing as one
can hardly flee from oneself in silence. It leads to an awareness of God, the first
phase of dialog with God. Bonaventure repeats here an observation of Isabel:
One called to speak with God should have little desire for other conversations.
Silence then points to the eschatological reality which religious life symbolizes
and anticipates: religious belong to another country, where they speak another
language.

Prayer
Bonaventure's proposals on silence have prepared the chapter on

prayer. Here he does not focus on liturgical prayer as much as on the quiet and
continuous prayer of a life with God.

sol LAg 15-17; Regis Armstrong, trans., Clare of Assisi Early Documents, The
Lady (New York: New City Press, 2006) 45.

ssTestCl45. 
See also 4 LAg 19-23.
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Bonaventure leads one to consider one's worthlessness and need, not to

leave one shaken, but to awaken tears of regret and love. He then has one recall

and follow attentively the history of salvation, as a sequence occurring for one

personally, which awakens gratitude. From regret and gratitude Bonaventure

brings one finally to a prayer of love and devotion, in terms which make one

think of the ultimate phases of mystical espousals.

Although Bonaventure, it seems, draws on Bernard of Clairvaux when

he proposes the ternary of regret, gratitude, and union,s6 the subsequent series of
devotion, admiration, and jubilation he takes from Richard of Saint-Victor-s7

This brings Bonaventure to speak about a threefold ascent of the spirit in
contemplation, a sort of review of contemplation's colors. By excessus mentis

Bonaventure does not mean first of all ecstasy as we understand it today, but the

delightful confusion of the soul when overwhelmed by the greatness and the

love of God. Love dominates the action.ss Overwhelmed is the soul, concretely,

in a longing for God which makes it forget and surrender itself, in enraptured

admiration at God's majesty, in exultant joy at oneness with God.

A ftuther form of love, specific to Bonaventure's mysticism and

Franciscan in its origins, is taken up in the next chapter: Compassion with
Christ.

Remembering Christ's Passion

Meditation on Christ's suffering on the cross is the most effective way

(Clare would say the mirror) to grasp the deep truth of God's love for me and to

deepen my will and determination to answer in love. As a consequence, in this

chapter we pass stylistically as well as spontaneously from meditation to formal
prayer: "Tetl me, I beg you, dear Lord, tell me: Why did you let so much blood
pour forth from your body when a single drop of your blood would have

sufficed to redeem the whole world? I know, Lord, I know in all truth that you

did it solely to show me the depth of your love."se From this we see that

meditation on the passion does not focus on the suffering, evoked at times in
very realistic detail, bui rather on the reasons behind the suffering, the boundless

love of our redeemer. Consequently, as we meditate, we should "not only put

our hand into Jesus' pierced side but pass through that door into his very

s6Bernard of Clairvaux, Sermons on the Song of Songs,3.
57Also in the ltinerariumlY:3.
ssSee Margot Schlosser, "Cognitio et amor. Zum kognitiven und voluntativen

Grund der Gottsesfahrung nach Bonaventura, Ver0ffentlichungen des Grabmann-
Institutes, NF 35 (Paderborn: Schdningh, 1990), 205-17,236'46.

seOn the Perfection of Life,Yl,6.
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heart."60 Yet we do not ponder Christ's passion primarily to excite our emotions
but rather to let our heart and mind lead us into union and identification with
Christ. Concretely this expresses itself as a holy exchange with him. Instead of
pursuing the honor and wealth of the world, we choose poverty and the world's
disregard and so come to share with him first suffering and then glory. Clare
develops the same ideas in her first and especially fourth letters to Agnes. As
does Bonaventure, she has the one crucified for love of us ask us in return for
understanding and compassion: "See if there is suffering like mine..."6r

We should note how concretely Bonaventure sets following the
crucified Lord in the context of daily life in the cloister. From such details we
see that he is sensitive to the disorder and difficulties of religious life: "If at
times sadness comes your way, if some burden weighs you down, if it bothers
you and makes you biffer, and especially when you have no taste for good
works, then remernber what outrages he bore for you and how much he loves
you."

Love

Chapter Seven, and seven is the perfect number, speaks about the
perfect virtue which supplies every virtue with its form. It defines its inner
meaning. That is love, for without love (caritas) no virtue is virtuous from
within, with a character bestowed on the creature and loved by God. The love of
charity loves God as the highest good which he is, and loves him above all other
things and for his own sake. And it loves everything else which comes from him
as creator and is given being for him as its end, according as that degree of being
merits love.

Clare gives the biblical command to love God with all our heart, all our
soul, and all our (spiritual) strength a phrasing which makes it serve

contemplation. She combines it with a line from the Book of Wisdom (7:26)
which she relates to Christ: "Set your mind before the mirror of eternity, set

your soul before the splendor of glory, set your heart before the figure of divine
being, and transform yourself completely by gazing on the image of his
divinity."62

When Bonaventure begins explaining the details of the law of love, he

draws on Augustine and Chrysostom. To love with one's whole heart means to
allow no yardstick to measure the love given God and his creatures. When we

love God tuly, no creafure can rival with God for that love, because he is not
object of love as are other objects, but the very source and context of all

60On the Perfection of Life,Yl,2
u'4 LAg25.
u23 t.rg rzff.
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happiness, without whom nothing is worth desiring and loving. We love God
with all our soul when sirch love harmonizes with the will of God. Then we long
to do his will, as Psalm 39:9 says. Elsewhere Bonaventure called this form of
love complacentia, or pleasure in such harmony.63 Finally, love of God includes
a deep and latent consciousness of God. That means that, even though we do not
think of him in everything we do, still, we never forget him. We can readily link
this up with continuous prayer. When we habitually remember God in the depths
of our heart, we love him with our whole mind and with all our strength. The
Latin word mens designates precisely that dimension of the human soul which is
spirit, made and marked for eternity and, as such, intrinsically oriented towards
God.

Faithful to the End

In a w&y, the nurnber eight lies beyond numbers and evokes
eschatological realities. On the eighth day, Christ arose from the dead. Easter is
the Lord's day, the day of the new world and its ultimate completion. And so

this final chapter looks forward to the eschatological weddlng of the Lamb. It is
evident, at this point, just how close Bonaventure's reflection comes to that of
Clare's fourth letter to Agnes, with her use of terms from the Canticle of
Canticles, and as well with the appeal of her testament to persevere in fidelity
and with courage.uo The spiritual life remains a struggle,u' but thoss who are

faithful to the end will receive their crown without delay. The organizing
thought of this chapter, and this again recalls Clare's third and fourth letters to
Agnes, is perfect joy, a joy which finds rich expression in the picture of the
heavenly marriage feast.

utThe Threefotd Way 1I,8.
6aTestCl 7l-77.
ust LAg27;3 LAg5.


